Book Club in a Bag Titles for Adults
(Large Type editions are indicated (LT) after the title)

**Fiction titles**
Alexie, Sherman. *Flight*
Allende, Isabel. *Daughter of fortune*
Atkinson, Kate. *Case histories*
Austen, Jane. *Emma*
Backman, Fredrik. *Beartown*
Backman, Fredrik. *A man called Ove*
Barnes, Julian. *The sense of an ending*
Bond, Cynthia. *Ruby*
Bradbury, Ray. *Fahrenheit 451*
Brunt, Carol Rifka. *Tell the wolves I’m home*
Cather, Willa. *My Antonia*
Coelho, Paulo. *The alchemist*
Dai, Sijie. *Balzac and the little Chinese seamstress*
Diamant, Anita. *The Boston girl*
Diaz, Junot. *The brief wondrous life of Oscar Wao*
Dickens, Charles. *A tale of two cities, and Great expectations*
Diffenbaugh, Vanessa. *The language of flowers*
Doerr, Anthony. *All the light we cannot see*
Edwards, Kim. *The memory keeper’s daughter*
Erdrich, Louise. *LaRose* (LT)
Erdrich, Louise. *The painted drum*
Faulkner, William. *As I lay dying*
Fitzgerald, F. Scott. *The great Gatsby*
Flynn, Gillian. *Gone girl*
Foer, Jonathan Safran. *Everything is illuminated*
Franzen, Jonathan. *Freedom*
Geye, Peter. *Wintering*
Gyasi, Yaa. *Homegoing*
Haddon, Mark. *The curious incident of the dog in the night-time*
Hannah, Kristin. *The nightingale*
Haruf, Kent. *Our souls at night*
Hoang, Helen. *The kiss quotient*
Honeyman, Gail. *Eleanor Oliphant is completely fine*
Hood, Ann. *The book that matters most*
Hosseini, Khaled. *And the mountains echoed*
Hurston, Zora Neale. *Their eyes were watching God*
Jones, Paulette. *News of the world*
Johnson, Adam. *The orphan master’s son*
Jones, Tayari. *An American marriage*
Kline, Christina Baker. *Orphan train*
Krueger, William Kent. *Ordinary grace*
Lee, Harper. *Go set a watchman*
Lee, Harper. *To kill a mockingbird*
Lee, Min Jin. *Pachinko*
Lewis, Sinclair. *Main Street*
McBride, James. *The good lord bird*
Moriarty, Liane. **The husband’s secret**
Morrison, Toni. **God help the child**
Moyes, Jojo. **Me before you**
Ng, Celeste. **Everything I never told you**
Orange, Tommy. **There there**
Orwell, George. **1984**
Patchett, Ann. **Commonwealth**
Patchett, Ann. **State of wonder**
Picoult, Jodi. **Small great things**
Rogan, Charlotte. **The lifeboat**
Saunders, George. **Lincoln in the Bardo**
Schulman, Helen. **This beautiful life**
Semple, Maria. **Where’d you go, Bernadette**
Shaffer, Mary Ann. **The Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society**
Simsion, Graeme C. **The Rosie project**
Sloan, Robin. **Mr. Penumbra’s 24-hour bookstore**
Smith, Zadie. **White teeth**
Stedman, M.L. **The light between oceans**
Steinbeck, John. **The grapes of wrath**
Stockett, Katherine. **The help**
Stonich, Sarah. **Vacationland**
Stradal, J. Ryan. **Kitchens of the great Midwest**
Strout, Elizabeth. **Olive Kitteridge**
Sullivan, Mark. **Beneath a Scarlet Sky**
Tartt, Donna. **The goldfinch**
Towles, Amor. **A gentleman in Moscow**
Towles, Amor. **Rules of civility**
Vergheze, Abraham. **Cutting for stone**
Ward, Jesmyrn. **Sing, unburied, sing**
Woodson, Jacqueline. **Another Brooklyn**
Wroblewski, David. **The story of Edgar Sawtelle**
Zevin, Gabrielle. **The storied life of A.J. Fikry**

**Mystery titles**
Christie, Agatha. **And then there were none**
Eskens, Allen. **The life we bury**
Goldman, Matt. **Gone to dust**
Harper, Jane. **The dry**
Hawkins, Paula. **The girl on the train**
Horowitz, Anthony. **Magpie murders**
Kohout, Pavel. **The widow killer**
McCall Smith, Alexander. **The No. 1 Ladies Detective Agency**
Penny, Louise. **How the light gets in** (LT)
Sandford, John. **Broken prey**
Slaughter, Karin. **Pretty girls**
Non-Fiction Titles
Berendt, John. *The city of falling angels*
Braestrup, Kate. *Here if you need me: a true story*
Burau, Caroline. *Answering 911 : life in the hot seat*
Capote, Truman. *In cold blood*
Coates, Ta-Nehisi. *Between the world and me*
Didion, Joan. *The year of magical thinking*
Egan, Dan. *The death and life of the Great Lakes*
Eggers, Dave. *Zeitoun*
Fraser, Caroline. *Prairie fires: the American dreams of Laura Ingalls Wilder*
Gawande, Atul. *Being mortal: medicine and what mattres in the end*
Grann, David. *Killers of the Flower Moon: the Osage murders and the birth of the FBI*
Hampl, Patricia. *The florist’s daughter*
Hillenbrand, Laura. *Unbroken*
Hornbacker, Marya. *Madness*
Irving, Debby. *Waking up white: and finding myself in the story of race*
Kingsolver, Barbara. *Animal, vegetable, miracle: a year of food life*
Krakauer, Jon. *Under the banner of heaven: a story of violent faith*
Lamott, Anne. *Traveling mercies: some thoughts on faith*
Larson, Erik. *Devil in the white city*
Larson, Erik. *In the garden of beasts*
Leaf, Sue. *The bullhead queen: a year on Pioneer Lake*
McCullough, David. *The Wright brothers*
Millard, Candice. *Destiny of the republic*
Moua, Mai Neng. *The bride price*
Pausch, Randy. *The last lecture*
Pollan, Michael. *The omnivore’s dilemma: a natural history of four meals*
Rankine, Claudia. *Citizen: an American lyric*
Sandberg, Sheryl. *Lean in: women, work and the will to lead*
Seierstad, Asne. *The bookseller of Kabul*
Shin, Sun Yung. *A good time for the truth: race in Minnesota*
Skloot, Rebecca. *The immortal life of Henrietta Lacks*
Sommer, Barbara W. *Hard work and a good deal*
Steinbeck, John. *Travels with Charley: in search of America*
Strayed, Cheryl. *Wild: from lost to found on the Pacific Crest Trail*
Trenka, Jane Jeong. *The language of blood: a memoir*
Vance, J.D. *Hillbilly elegy: a memoir of a family and culture in crisis*
Wiesel, Elie. *Night*
Wurzer, Cathy. *Tales of the road: Highway 61*
Yang, Kao Kalia. *The latehomecomer: a Hmong family memoir*
Yousafzai, Malala. *I am Malala : the girl who stood up for education and was shot by the Taliban*
Book club in a Bag Children’s and Young Adult Titles
(An asterisk (*) indicates it is a nonfiction title)

**Children’s titles**

Applegate, Katherine. *The one and only Ivan*
Applegate, Katherine. *Wishtree*
Bradley, Kimberly Brubaker. *Jefferson’s sons: a founding father’s secret children*
Clements, Andrew. *No talking*
DiCamillo, Kate. *The magician’s elephant*
Erdrich, Louise. *The birchbark house*
Gaiman, Neil. *Coraline*
Gratz, Alan. *Refugee*
Henkes, Kevin. *Olive’s ocean*
Hiaasen, Carl. *Hoot*
Kadohata, Cynthia. *Checked*
* Kehret, Peg. *Small steps: the year I got polio*
Martin, Ann M. *A dog’s life: the autobiography of a stray*
Palacio, R.J. *Wonder*
Reynolds, Jason. *Ghost*
Rhodes, Jewell Parker. *Towers falling*
Riordan, Rick. *The lightning thief*
Telgemeier, Raina. *Smile*
Williams-Garcia, Rita. *One crazy summer*

**Young Adult titles**

Anderson, Laurie Halse. *Fever, 1793*
Gibney, Shannon. *See no color*
Green, John. *The fault in our stars*
Kent, Rose. *Kimchi & calamari*
Levithan, David. *Every day*
Paulsen, Gary. *Hatchet*
Rowell, Rainbow. *Eleanor & Park*
Shusterman, Neal. *Challenger Deep*
Thomas, Angie. *The hate u give*
Weaver, Will. *Defect*
Wein, Elizabeth. *Code name Verity*